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Big Picture



Recent History of Financial Leverage
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Institution and MNEs

 By now, we have learned a few things about MNEs:
 OLI framework
 A framework of decision choice and the tradeoff between HFDI and VFDI, or 

both
 HMS emphasized the multi-dimentionality of MNE’s operations and the 

importance of host country’s characteristics

 In recent years, increaingly, the focus has started to shift to incorporating 
institutions into economic analysis

 The relation between institutional quality and MNE’s strategies attracted a 
lot of attentions and has become a very promising research area
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Institution and MNEs

 Most MNEs operate in an environment where instituational quality is 
imperfect

 Imperfect institutions here could mean:
 distorted price and incentive systems
 imperfect capital-financial market
 imperfect legal and regulatory environment, such as weak contract enforcement, weak 

protection of property rights, etc. 

 How market imperfections (or market frictions/failures) affect MNE’s 
decision choice?

 This is especially interesting as most MNEs tend to be knowledge-intensive, 
and intangible assets often matter much more than tangible assets.  Firms 
constantly face the quesiton of 
 how to maintain the lead in technology and innovation,
 While gaining access to new market, where instituations are second best
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Pol Antras (QJE, 2009): introduction

Research question -
How costly financial contracting and weak investor protection influences 
MNE’s operational, financing and invesmtent decisions?

Imperfect capital markets -
It mainly refers to the situation where contracts are hard to monitor, and 
investor (shareholder)’s rights may not be well protected so that local firms 
(entrepreneurs) may expropriate for their own benefits. 

Imperfect capital markets are widespread in developing countries, but not 
uncommon in developed countries.  For example, continental European countries 
tend to have less protection of investors’ rights than the U.S.  
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Institution and MNEs

 Two measures for investor protection
 Creditor rights (Djankov, McLiesh and Shleifer (or DMS), 2007)

 Value 0-4, the higher the value, the stronger investor protection
 Disadvantage: It’s an index number

 Private credit / GDP ratio (BDL, 1999)
 Continuous variable, not index
 More private credit, more vibrant private sector, often with stronger 

protection of property rights
 A very popular measure for the level financial development and business 

conditions
 Newest update in December 2009; download link: 

http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTRES/Resources/469232-
1107449512766/FinStructure_2008_v2.xls

*Note: for detailed description of the data, please see p.1191 of Andras’ paper. 
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An Example of Creditor Rights Index



Pol Antras (2009): model

 3 agents:
 Inventor (I) in home country – think of it as a firm that could potentially 

become a MNE
 Entrepreneur (ER) in foreign (host) country
 External investors in foreign (host) country (EI)

 3 periods:
 date 0 – contracting stage

 inventor I signs contract w/ foreign entrepreneur, ER, to produce a differentiated 
product using the new technology developed by I. 

 F is the transfer payment from I to ER, when F>0, I invests F with external 
investor, EI,  into the project; when F<0, it’s the royalty payment from ER to I.

 ER then signs contract with EI, and he borrows E (amount) from EI. 
 date 1 - investment stage

 ER invests (project starts)
 date 2 – production/consumption stage

 Investment return
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Pol Antras (2009): model
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Pol Antras (2009): model
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Pol Antras (2009): model
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Pol Antras (2009): model
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Pol Antras (2009): model
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Pol Antras (2009): model
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Pol Antras (2009): empirical test

Data Sources:
 Again, BEA annual survey of US Direct Investment Abroad, 1982 to 

1999

 This paper used BEA benchmark surveys in four years (1982 1989, 
1994, 1999) --- more extensive than other years

 BEA annual BE-93 survey ---data for arm’s length technology transfers, 
royalty payments, licensing fees, etc.

 Creditor rights are from DMS (2007), financial development level is 
proxied by private credit to GDP ratio, from BDL (1999).  
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Testable Hypotheses 

Priori expectation:  negative coefficient

And implications on FDI flow

 Priori expectation:  negative coefficient between FDI share and investor 
protection, or positive coefficient between investor protection and share of 
arm’s length technology transfer. 
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Share of Parent Financing and Level of Financial 
Development
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Estimation Results
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Share of Arm’s Length Tech. Transfer and Level of 
Investor Protection
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Estimation Results



Main Conclusions

 In contrast to Either (1986), multinational ownership arises 
 not from the uncertainty regarding valuation due to information assymetry
 but from the need to monitor local agents in order to prevent potential 

mishavior or expropriation of property rights

 Property rights protection (here, investor rights protection) in host 
country is negatively associated with equity share of parent 
company (to achieve tighter monitoring)

 Similarly, investor protection is positively associated with arm’s 
length transactions (relatively less FDIs) in host country, as the 
need for monitoring is less.
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Next Time…

 We will dicuss MNE’s impact  on host countries’ performance 
(firms, industries)

 Read Javorcik (AER, 2004), “Does FDI Increase the Productivity 
of Domestic Firms? In search of spillovers through backward 
linkages”.

 2nd group presentation: Swenson, “Multinationals and the 
Creation of Chinese Trade Linkages.” Canadian Journal of 
Economics, 2008.
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